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ABSTRACTS

ZSIDAI József: The sensitive present and endangered future of special libraries. — The crisis of the 
1980s is reflected in librarianship as well. Increasing inflation cuts back the acquisition of libraries 
seriously. A way out of the crisis may be for libraries to cover a part of their costs from resources of 
the utilization of libraries’ own resources, the provision for the fundamental operating conditions of 
modern libraries is the task of state budget. -  The great backlog of Hungarian librarianship -  as com
pared to highly developed countries -  is the lack of a national automated system. However, there is 
development in the organization of databanks, in the computerization of library catalogues, and in 
the use of foreign databanks. The question of professionals is also an important factor influencing 
librarianship. Beside the feminization of the profession, low salaries and the employment of computer 
specialists in libraries axe the major problems, [pp. 351-358]

ARATÓ Attila: Our libraries in the years of restriction, is there a way out for public libraries?. -  The
unsolved problems of librarianship have become even more serious in the crisis. The gradual elimina
tion of the causes of backwardness requires not only financial resources, but also the change of the 
value system of the government and that of cultural policy. The establishment of a modern, efficient 
and effective, nationally and internationally compatible computer network is an indispensible condition 
of the revival of librarianship; so is the realization of the systems approach, and the union consideration 
of the importance of personnel factors. Cooperation and the union of powers are realized through 
new forms partnership (economic partnership, limited liability company). Libraries made efforts to 
counterbalance the restriction of central financial resources in two ways: by retrenchment and by 
searching for new resources. These solutions cannot make up for state subsidy in the long run.
[pp. 359-366]

FRANK Róza: The teaching of literature search in the Budapest University of Technology. -  User 
education is a traditional service of the Central Library of the Budapest University of Technology. 
From among Hungarian university libraries, this was the first where the teaching of literature search 
was started in 1958. Today the theory and practice of literature knowledge is a compulsory subject 
at four faculties of the BUT; at two there are only lectures given. The methods of teaching and testing 
are different depending on the subject. The effectiveness of teaching is influenced by the level of the 
curriculum from the point of view of the subject, the motivation of students, and by the timing of the 
teaching, [pp. 374-386]

MARÓT Miklós: Some current issues of the exchange of publications in Hungarian libraries. -  We have 
not got a detailed picture of the whole of Hungarian exchange, since collections do not register exchan
ge according to the same principles, and since many of the collections participating in exchange prog
rammes are not to be found in national statistics. Collections with a smaller publication background, 
with less favourable personal and financial conditions cannot participate in exchange projects. Special 
libraries get 140,000 documents a year -  it is 16% of their annual accessions -  and send 160,000 do
cuments. The major part of the exchange limited to official and institutional publications; parlia
mentary, acedemic issues, standards, university „actas”, textbooks, etc. At a national average onethird
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of the exchanged publications is periodical: 20,000 units come from the West, 25,000 items from so
cialist countries. Books, available commercially, are hardly asked for by the partner institutions, thus 
we cannot reduce our lack of foreign currency through the exchange of publications. The quantitative 
approach should be given up in exchange as well: the reduced exchange may represent higher quality, 
[pp. 367-373]

BARCZI Zsuzsa: An attempt for modelling the interests of readers. — The habits of a sample of 1,000 
people representing the adult readers of the Metropolitan Ervin Szabó Library were surveyed, repeating 
an investigation carried out 50 years ago. On the basis of the documents borrowed during the 1984 
survay the selection strategies and attitudes characteristic of borrowers were modelled. The types of 
readers’ attitudes were analysed (intellectual, relaxing, aesthetic, everyday informational, social, cur
rent, pragmatic, relaxing with information) and its relationship to the factors influencing the choice 
of reading matter (occupation, sex, age, educational level, mobility, way of life, value system) was 
revealed. A number of mathematical-statistical methods (cluster analysis, multidimensional scaling, 
canonic correlation analysis) were applied for the processing of the database, [pp. 387—405]

MOKÁNYNÉ NAGY Katalin: On the member libraries of the network of the Hungarian of Sciences.
-  There are 20 socialscience and 28 natural science libraries forming a network around the Library of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Their collections consist of over one and a half million items. In 
spite of the considerable increase of their forint and foreign currency utilization, the acquisition bud
get cannot keep pace with the dramatic increase of periodical and book prices. The leaders of the lib
raries urge international exchange as well for the improvement of acquisition. Interlibrary lending is 
also increasing. The majority of the libraries have problems with their storage capacity. There axe 123 
full-time and 60 parttime librarians working in the libraries of the network. From among the full-time 
ones 74 have professional, and 33 havi medium level qualification, [pp. 406-412]

BALÁZSNÉ VEREDY Katalin: The International Association of Law Libraries. 1988 conference in 
Budapest. -  The IALL has been working and helping the international cooperation of libraries and law 
librarians for 30 years. Its journal, the International Journal of Legal Information is effectively aiding 
the professional orientation of both librariens and lawyers. The Association is a member of IFLA. 
The IALL meeting took place in June, 1988 in Budapest and was organized by the Library of the Par
liament. Its subject was „The legal aspects of East-West commerce and the law librarian.” Professional 
lectures, discussions, visits and other social events gave opportunity for the participants for getting 
acquainted with one-anothers’ countries and professional relations, [pp. 413-414]

VÉGH Ferenc: The investigation and preservation of university traditions. -  The case for university 
archives started to develop in 1971. Various special archives were established: in 1972 the Archive of 
the Budapest University of Technology was founded. The most valuable part of ist collection to be 
investigated that has been organized for long years dates back to the beginning of the last century. The 
togetherness of the Archive and the Central Library that has been characteristic for decades is reinfor
ced by the organization of joint exhibitions. The work of the archivists is helped by the Association of 
Hungarian Archivists founded in 1986. The most imported task of today of the Archiva of the BUT 
and of other institutions is sponsored by the National Scientific Research Fund: it is the collection 
and processing of the work of technological experts, scientists, researchers, etc. both Hungarian and 
foreign of Hungarian origin living in the 1 9 ^  and 2 0 ^  centuries. In order to promote the work of the 
archives, the Archive of the BUT has estabhshed cooperation with both Hungarian and foreign insti
tutions. They consider the foundation of the research of the future to be one of their tasks as well, 
besides the discovery of the past. [pp. 415-421]
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Abroad

BROOM, E. M.: Effective library planning. The English experience, [pp. 4 2 2 —432]

BUCHMÜLLER, H.: Problems of library policy and maintenance in Austrian public litraries. (Trans
lated by ZEHERY Miklós.) [pp. 4 3 3 - 4 3 5 ]

KRAMÁROVA, A.: The forecast of the development of librarianship in Slovakia until 2 )10.
[pp. 436 4 3 8 1
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WATERS, P.: Procedures for salvage of water-damaged. Washington: Library of C ngress, 1975. 
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